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Improving high temperature superconducting magnet quench detection
and protection: Utilizing nanopowder titania based electrical insulation with
high thermal conductivity
ABSTRACT
Quench protection constitutes a major challenge for the widespread implementation of HTS-based magnets. Quench
protection for practical devices requires improvements in both the speed and reliability of existing quench detection
techniques. This is due to the slow normal zone propagation velocity (NZPV) in high temperature superconductors
(HTS) such as Bi2Sr2CaCu2OX (Bi2212) and YBa2Cu3O7-x (YBCO). While several suggested approaches to improve
quench protection in HTS magnets increase the NZPV, they have the undesirable effect of reducing the minimum
quench energy (MQE). This seminar discusses a novel approach that utilizes nanopowder titania based electrical
insulation with high thermal conductivity as the turn-to-turn insulation within superconducting magnets. This
insulation is optimized for the requirements of practical HTS magnet operation. Thin layers of the insulation are
deposited onto the surface of Bi2212 and YBCO wires, which are then wound into coils to study the resulting quench
behavior. These results indicate that nanopowder titania insulation significantly improves quench detection in Bi2212
and YBCO coils without compromising magnet stability. Increased normal zone propagation velocity in axial and
transverse direction facilitates quench detection and therefore improves quench protection. The reduced thickness of
the insulation relative to conventional alternatives also increases the engineering current density in the magnet
windings and simultaneously reduces the coil enthalpy.
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